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   Installation Instructions for Safety Signage 
  

Make sure the installation surface has no paint coming loose. Remove any flaky paint with a scraper and any surface 
unevenness with sandpaper. Brush off the surface area where the product will be installed.  Afterwards wet-clean the 
surface with a moist microfiber cloth (better than paper towel) to remove any dirt or grime thoroughly. Prior to sign 
installation, the surface must be smooth, dry, dust-free and clean. 

                                     
                                    

Hold sign in place, measure proper height, level and apply fine pencil marks for proper position.   
Double-check that sign carries the correct message for THIS floor/ this location.  

                               
 

SELF-ADHESIVE SIGNS 
Remove adhesive-protecting liner.  Do NOT touch adhesive.  Hold sign along its edges.  Finger prints and sweaty smudges 
will reduce the strong self-adhesiveness.  Firmly press-apply sign by hand, then use a Pressure Roller to apply firm and 
even pressure onto the sign surface to (a) ensure its adhesive backing comes in full contact with the installation surface, and 
(b) to squeeze out any air bubbles.  Make sure the pressure roller head carries no adhesive remnants from other projects.   
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NON-adhesive RIGID PVC and ALUMINUM SIGNS 
 

OPTION 1:   Apply a wavy bead of Construction Adhesive, such as LOCTITE HEAVY DUTY or LiquidNails to the back of the 
NON-adhesive Sign. Press Sign in place. You may use Masking Tape [see blue Tape in below image] to give the sign a 
temporary hold while the construction adhesive is drying.  Aluminum signs have a clear (bluish) thin surface-protecting film 
applied. Once the Aluminum sign is properly installed, remove that film and discard it.  

     
 

OPTION 2:    Apply strips of double-sided adhesive to the back of NON-adhesive signs. Remove adhesive-protecting liner.  Do 
NOT touch adhesive.  Finger prints and sweaty smudges will reduce the self-adhesiveness. 


